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Training How to Think & Fight: 
Force on Force Training for Civilians 

 
by Karim Manassa 

 
 
 

As a new gun owner in 1990, I invested the entire ensuing decade learning how to shoot my 
pistol safely and effectively with the express purpose of defending my family.  I attended 
numerous week long flat range courses all over the country, I competed in IPSC, USPSA, IDPA, 
and lead bi-monthly practice sessions with a local club. This required so much ammunition I 
ended up rolling my own on a Dillon 550B to save money.  My dedicated training and practice 
paid off as I routinely finished in the top 5% of students in every class and was quickly moving 
up the competitive ranks. 
 
In May 2000, however, my decade of training, competing, practicing, and accomplishments 
came crashing down with a harsh reality check at Gunsite’s week long Advanced Tactics course. 
This was their highest level pistol class at that time.  What made this class a unique training 
experience for Civilians was the ability to participate in Force on Force scenario based training 
using Simunitions.  Simunitions was a Canadian company and as the only game in town then, 
they restricted their product to Military and Law Enforcement use, no Civilians allowed.  
Gunsite broke the rules in offering Simunitions training in this open enrollment course. Even 
today, 20 years later, finding this type of scenario-based training is a rarity in the industry. 
 
The magical ingredient was the reality of moving targets, non-threats in the foreground and 
background, unconventional shooting positions and most notably the stress of a two-way non-
compliant gunfight.  As we progressed scenario by scenario, my body’s own “alarm reaction” 
continually played havoc on me inducing tunnel vision, auditory exclusion, selective memory, 
and time distortion.  Indeed, when the heart rate elevates to about double resting we start to 
see these and other motor related functions lose precision.  No amount of prior “pressure” 
using a timer in competition prepared me for this.  Indeed, I was so handicapped by my body’s 
own reaction to threatening stimuli, that I couldn’t even begin to make sound tactical or legal 
decisions. The greatest test of a warrior is his decision making under pressure, and I was failing 
miserably.   
 
One scenario I’ll never forget is when I confronted a burglar holding a large screwdriver inside 
my home, and as he was methodically obeying my commands his buddy with an AR15 
positioned in a doorway at my 10:00 was yelling at me to drop my gun.  Eventually he just shot 
me.  During the debrief I realized:  I never saw his buddy holding the AR15, I never heard his 
buddy yelling at me, and everything happened in slow motion.  It wasn’t until the 5th and final 
day of training, that I finally started to regain some self control over my body’s own alarm 
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reaction and its side effects of tunnel vision, auditory exclusion, and time distortion began to lift 
away.  Only then was I able to make smart tactical and legal decisions. 
 
This experience of getting annihilated forced me to question and to analyze what went so 
terribly wrong.  The answer was simple:  I had been training for a decade on how to shoot, not 
how to fight . . . and self-protection is all about fighting.  It was then that I realized that I was 
the weapon and my firearm just a tool.  No amount of live fire flat range training, practice, 
competing, or “range theatrics” can prepare one for the self control, tactical decision making, 
or the legal decision making when under the stress of non-compliant, in your face, threats.  The 
flat range is for learning and honing Manipulation and Marksmanship skills to the subconscious 
level, which are highly technical skills necessary to prepare for learning Movement and Mind 
Set during Force on Force training. 
 
Just as live fire flat range training has its role, so does non-compliant Force on Force training.  
One works hand in hand with the other. 
 
The roles of Force on Force training are many, starting with VALIDATION under duress.  Here are 
some examples: 
 

• Pressure testing flat range techniques (clearing stoppages, scanning for new threats).   
 
How well does your stoppage clearing method (diagnostic vs. non-diagnostic) work 
under stress, and how well do your particular mechanics for performing an immediate 
action or remedial action drill work under duress?  Ideally these should be second 
nature well before attempting Force on Force scenario based training.  Remember, it’s 
not a firearms class but a tactical decision making class. 
 
How well does that head turning shoulder to shoulder scan really work?  Or that 360° 
turn work?  Or is it all just B.S.?  To qualify this statement I challenge you to imagine the 
reality of an active shooter situation in a mall or crowded street.  When whipping your 
head from side to side does your brain process the information sufficient to make a life 
and death decision?  
 

• Pressure testing flat range successes. 
 
I’ve lost track of the number of students who are very solid flat range shooters, but who 
suddenly experience feedway stoppage after feedway stoppage during Force on Force.  
Diagnosis?  Limp wristing our Glock 17 or Sig P320 UTM guns when under duress.  This 
problem is something that would never be uncovered at the flat range, or using 
compressed air powered Airsoft or paintball guns. 
 
Another favorite flat range success that falls apart in Force on Force is the sub-second 
draw to hit, and the “shooting from retention” Instagram entertainment we often see.  
In the 0 – 5 space, we consistently see neither of these flat range skill sets work . . . at all.  
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Sadly we can find many clips on the internet of armed people being stabbed well before 
they can counter with a firearm.  Learning when and how to get your firearm out sooner, 
or, if too late, learning how to prioritize deflecting or controlling the opponent’s weapon 
are key teachable moments during Force on Force isolation drills and scenarios. 
 

• Pressure testing physical limitations 
 

I experienced this myself 2 years ago when doing Force on Force indoors in a fluorescent 
lit office environment.  49 years old at the time, there just were not enough ambient 
lumens for me to really see the front iron sight.  Not a big deal with threat focused 
aiming, but I discovered a physical limitation with my eyes I didn’t realize I had shooting 
outdoors or in sterile, well-lit indoor ranges. 

 
Another key role of Force on Force training is help us learn and control our own body alarm 
reaction as previously discussed.  Simply put, the more we experience the duress of Force on 
Force, the more we become inoculated to tunnel vision, auditory exclusion, and time distortion.  
Both our repeat Force on Force students as well as some of our instructors who have 
experienced multiple real world shootings, find themselves with much greater self control and 
expending much less man marker ammunition (Simunitions | UTM) while making precise hits 
with very few, if any, misses. 
 
While speed to that first, accurate shot is critical, it’s the speed and accuracy of our decision 
making that enable us to convert our initiative deficit into our own counter-ambush.  In the end, 
it’s our proper tactical and legal decision making early on that makes all the difference.  We 
need to be able to think clearly, process data, and act accordingly without hesitation.  Other 
than getting into actual gunfights, properly delivered Force on Force is the best training tool we 
have today . . . and all of the major vendors (Simunitions | UTM | Shocknife) allow for Civilian 
training conducted by certified Professional Training Organizations (PTO) such as ours. 
 
Whether your first or fifth Force on Force class, there’s always value and learning to be gained 
with a properly designed and conducted course.  Now is the time to start balancing your flat 
range work with scenario based Force on Force training. 
 
 
 
 


